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The Future of Canadian Democracy
Overview:
 Problems with Canadian Democracy
 How did we get here?

Can we, and will we, save democracy?
 Why do we value democracy?
 Five actions to strengthen democracy



Problems with Canadian democracy
 Parties embracing white supremacist ideology
 Rejections of pandemic protections 
 Increase in hate crimes
 Institutional violence: unhoused & racialized people
 2022 provincial election: 43.5% turnout



Convoy Occupation: Ottawa 2022
 Language: “freedom convoy”
 A question of democratic equality
 Structural injustice
 Response: double standard



How did we get here?

 History & visibility
 Comparisons with US
 Support & platforming
 Cooptation 
 Misinformation
 Lack of responsibility



Identity politics: origin & cooptation

 Since 1974: “that term has been 
used, abused, and reconfigured 
into something foreign to its 
creators” (8)

 “oppression on the basis of 
identity. . . was a source of 
political radicalization” (8)



Can we, and will we, save democracy?

Argument:
 Democracy’s misuses undermine systemic justice & 

meaningful equality
 We need to:

 Confront foundational challenges to democracy
 Act on this in our everyday lives



Why do we value democracy?

What is democracy, anyway?
 Procedure & principles

 Voting systems  
 Engagement



Why do we value democracy?
 The need to treat all people 

as moral & political equals 
 Principles of equality appeal 

to our sense of justice & 
fairness 

 Underpin our support for 
democracy as something 
worth having (and saving)



Democratic foundations
Problem:
 Democracy’s designs uphold 

particular & exclusionary 
conceptions of power

 Runs counter to normative 
ideals of democratic equality



Foundational challenges 
 Revisiting core democratic foundations & 

principles



What do we need?
 To think critically about 

the type of democratic 
society we want to have

 For effective & principled, 
community activism and 
engagement?

 To shift the local, 
provincial, and federal, 
climate?



What now? 
 How do we return our focus — and our institutions — to

these principles of justice, fairness, and equality?



Five actions to strengthen democracy 
“There is no simple monolithic 
solution to racism, to sexism, to 
homophobia. There is only the 
conscious-focussing within each 
of my days to move against them, 
wherever I come upon these 
particular manifestations of the 
same disease” 

—Audre Lorde, 1984: 136-7



Five actions to strengthen democracy 
Revolution “is not a one-
time event. It is becoming 
always vigilant for the 
smallest opportunity to 
make genuine change. . . 
learning to address each 
other’s difference with 
respect” 

—Audre Lorde, 1984: 140



1) Support your community
 Local organizations
 Events
 Transit
 Advocate for change
 Seek out support



2) Media engagement
 Which news sources do we rely on?
 How are news stories framed?
 Who is reporting?
 Who are the sources?
 Contact media: coverage, subscriptions



3) Engagement with others
 What events do we 

participate in?
 Who is welcome?
 When do we speak up?
 What words do we use?
 Impact of staying silent



4) Wear a mask 
 Who is welcome in public spaces?
 Who can access public services?
 Whose inclusion do we value?



5) Make some noise
Advocate
Critique
Accountability
 Solutions?
 “Good Trouble”

John Lewis (1940-2020)
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